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Introduction

Neilston 275kV substation is an outdoor 4 switch mesh substation located on the B775 Glennifer
road near Paisley, Glasgow. With 400/275kV connection to Hunterston East, along with 275kV
connection to Windyhill and Strathaven (thru Busby) Neilston substation is critical for East – West
power flow with any works at Neilston substation having a major impact on the transmission
network.
Please find existing circuits at Neilston 275kV substation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SGT1
SGT2
Windyhill 275kV (referred to as ‘WIYH’ henceforth)
Busby 275kV (referred to as ‘BUSB’ henceforth)
East Kilbride South (referred to as ‘EKIS’ henceforth)
SGT3A

SGT1 and SGT2 feed into Neilston 132kV substation which has important distribution links to the
distribution network in the area. Note SGT3B (400/132kV) unit in Neilston 400kV substation also
feeds into 132kV substation. So during replacement works for SGT1, SGT2 and SGT3B would be
supply the 132kV load.
A 33kV outdoor air-cored reactor is connected to the tertiary winding of SGT1.
Please refer existing layout drawing and GSN included in Appendix A: Drawings.
SGT1 is currently teed into BUSB circuit, and any in situ replacement works on SGT1 would require
BUSB circuit along with mesh corner 2 (due to the mesh OHL catenary being located above SGT1) to
be on outage. This impacts the power flow from NEIL 275kV to STHA 275kV substation which can
result in elevated constraint costs. Hence for this project there is a requirement to relocate the SGT1
away from the existing location (from under the mesh 275kV conductor catenary) so that any
construction outages associated with the transformer replacement works do not impact the power
flow. This also provides an ongoing benefit of avoided outages on a key circuit for all future works
which require above ground-level access to the transformer.
Site condition assessment along with oil sample tests carried out on SGT1 have indicated high
moisture levels which is categorised as ‘Poor’ as defined in IEC 60422. The transformer has a history
of high moisture and has had regular oil leaks requiring repair works. SGT1 was also found to be in
‘D1’ condition, ‘discharge of energy’ as defined by IEC 60599 which could be attributed to a
degradation of clamping bolt insulation. A detailed condition report for SGT1 is available.
Considering the inherent issues, SGT1 is now being proposed for replacement within the RIIO T2
period.
In line with the above, the proposed lead asset outputs for the selected option are:
- 275kV Transformer disposal – 1 unit
- 275kV Transformer addition – 1 unit
The replacement works are planned to be completed over 1 outage season.
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Background Information

Based on the values determined in accordance with the NARM methodology, SGT1 at Neilston
275kV substation has an EoL modifier score of 10.04 (at end of RIIO-T2 period without any
intervention), and based on ongoing issues detected during condition assessment has been
identified for replacement.
Accordingly this paper supports a proposal to replace the existing SGT1 (275/132kV 240MVA) unit ln
a like for like basis (240MVA) within the RIIO T2 period.
This is also in line with the SP Transmission investment strategy for transformers to replace assets at
or approaching end of life, particularly those with high Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) readings and
poor site specific, condition based assessment ranked through the type based operational adequacy
methodology TRAN-02-0021.
Please find details of the lead asset proposed to be replaced:

Asset Description

Manufacturer

Year
of
Manufacture

EoL
score
(Transformer) (End of Monetised risk
RIIO T2)

NEIL275TRXSGT1

Bruce Peebles

1962

10.04

Figure 1: Neilston SGT1 transformer bay
1

Assessment of Operational Adequacy of Transformers & Reactors (33kV & Above)

£

989,296.97
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A detailed site review and technical assessment of the condition of the non-lead assets has been
carried out by SP Transmission as part of this project’s development.
Site condition assessment carried out on the following assets has shown these to be suitable for
reuse with minimal intervention:
- 275kV RCP Disconnector H33 / Earth switch H31
- 132kV RCP Disconnector 381B (Earth switch to be relocated and reused)
- 132kV CVTs (Relocated and reused)
- Shunt reactor R1
- Associated shunt reactor bay 33kV equipment viz. 33kV CB and RCP disconnector
The existing 33kV cable for shunt reactor R1 bay has been recently installed within RIIO T1 period.
For this project, proposal is to cut and cap the existing 33kV cable at a suitable location while the
transformer SGT1 is being replaced. Once the transformer is replaced a new section of 33kV cable
would be jointed into the existing 33kV cable.
Visual survey carried out on respective civil assets (Transformer bund, plinth etc.) has shown the
requirement of intervention in all cases. Accordingly concrete assets have been considered for
replacement.
A site condition assessment report for these non-lead assets, along with condition assessment of
other assets at the site is available. Recommendations from this report have been included within
the options considered.
Based on site condition assessment carried out, the existing LVAC board is proposed to be replaced
while existing 110V DC system is being considered to be reused with minimal intervention around
upgrading fuse sizes only required.
The existing 275kV control building has been surveyed to determine if repair or refurbishment works
are necessary and to assess the space available to accommodate replacement protection and
control equipment. In line with the survey carried out, only minor repair works and building service
upgrades are envisaged within the options considered.
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Optioneering

The following is a summary of the options considered for this project. The respective associated
drawings for each of these options are available.

1

Option

Status

Reason for rejection

Baseline option: Do nothing in RIIO-T2 period with
investment deferred to RIIO-T3 period. Scope of works
similar to option 1.

Proposed

-

Offline replacement of existing 275/132kV 240MVA
SGT1 on a like for like basis (240MVA) (Relocate SGT1
to 132kV SGT1 bay compound allowing offline build
and continued operation of the new transformer bay
without impacting the mesh corner power flow. SGT1
on outage for the duration of works) (Drawing no.
SP4148100)

Proposed

-

Extensive refurbishment would be
required to extend the service life of the
units with the high costs not justifying
the limited increase in service life. The
condition issues associated with the
clamping bolt insulation cannot be
remedied economically.
2

3

In situ refurbishment of existing SGT1 unit

Remove SGT1 or replace with a lower rating
transformer

Rejected

Rejected

Further online refurbishment will
require to be done in situ below the
existing mesh corner OHL catenary
requiring an outage on the mesh corner.
As this limits the power flow from
NEIL275 to STHA275, this could result in
substantial constraint cost.
The transformer rating has been
reviewed against the SP Transmission
demand and generation scenarios and it
has
been
confirmed
that
the
replacement with a transformer of the
same rating is appropriate. Removal of
SGT1 is not an option due to the existing
load at Neilston 132kV substation.

Based on engineering design studies to determine the costs of the options identified as addressing
the asset condition issues, the following 2 options have been considered for further review for this
project:
- Baseline option: Do nothing in RIIO-T2 period with investment deferred to RIIO-T3 period.
Scope of works similar to Option 1.
- Option 1: Offline replacement of existing 275/132kV 240MVA SGT1 on a like for like basis
(240MVA)
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Detailed analysis

Both the options proposed (Baseline and Option 1) considered achieve the main objective of
replacing SGT1 while intervening on non-lead assets as required and thereby reducing the overall
risks to the network.
As the scope of works is identical for the two options with the only difference being the timing of
investment, a common description has been included below which refer to both the options:
4.1
-

-

-

-

-

Scope of works
As explained in section 1, there is a requirement to reduce any outages on mesh corner as
this can result in elevated constraint costs. The replacement SGT1 is proposed to be installed
in the SGT1 132kV bay space available within the 132kV compound with 275kV busbars from
the 275kV mesh extended accordingly.
Reconfigure the existing access road to 132kV compound area to suit delivery of a new
275/132/33kV 240MVA auto transformer SGT1 unit. Note this road has to be built
considering the difference in slope between the 132kV compound and rest of the substation
platform Transformer swept path analysis along with detailed transport survey by Transport
Company recommended.
Short outage on SGT1, BUSB and mesh corner 2 so as to isolate SGT1
Disconnect the busbars between disconnector H33 and respective SGT1 transformer.
Disconnect the busbar connection to 132kV Surge arrester / earth switch 381B.
Dismantle and store at site the 132kV earth switch 381B, 132kV Surge arresters and sets of
high level Post insulator/ structure to create space for completing the transformer
replacement works.
With the busbar and plant equipment on either side dismantled / stored at site, remove the
HV / LV bushings. Note BUSB circuit, and mesh corner 2 would be on outage during these
works.
Remove existing transformer / cooling bank and associated marshalling kiosk.
Existing shunt reactor 33kV cable to be cut and capped in situ.
Once transformer is removed, energise the BUSB circuit and mesh corner 2. With this the
overhead catenary would be energised.
Start demolishing existing transformer bund, plinth – note height restrictors to be installed
on all equipments used. Works carried out under LWC and standby supervision.
Start demolishing section of 132kV busbar PI connection for making space for the new SGT1
transformer within the 132kV compound.
Install new transformer bund, plinth
Install new transformer foundation, 275kV Post insulator foundations & new 275kV RCP
disconnector foundation.
Installation of 275kV Post insulators & 275kV Surge arresters.
Install 275kV high level PI, 132kV earth switch 381B and 132kV Surge arrester / Post
insulators that were stored at site.
Existing 132kV CVT to be relocated slightly.
Install new 33kV Shunt reactor cable from new transformer location to existing 33kV
location and join with existing 33kV XLPE cables.
Installation of new 275/132/33kV 240MVA SGT1 unit at its new location within 132kV
compound area.
Complete installation and commissioning of all relevant plant items, LV / multicore cables
and transformer accessories
Complete LVAC supplies for cooler fans and tap changers to SGT1
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Outage on mesh corner 2 and BUSB circuit. Install the last set of 275kV Post insulators /
busbars below the overhead catenary
Install the last set of busbars on to existing Busby circuit disconnector L33. Reconfigure the
down droppers onto overhead conductor.
New P&C panels for SGT1 unit protection already installed earlier with existing unit
protection decommissioned.
Commission and energise SGT1

Please refer layout drawing SP4148100 included in Appendix A: Drawings.
4.2 Specific factors contributing to additional cost
The following factors were identified specifically for this project which is resulting in additional cost:
-

-

There is a significant level difference currently within the site, with the 132kV compound
sitting on a much higher level than 275kV. As SGT1 is now proposed to be relocated to
132kV compound, with 275kV busbars extended accordingly, a new access road for
transformer delivery to 132kV compound will be required. The access road will require to be
designed in accordance with the gradient requirements of transformer delivery trailer
resulting in additional cost. The design will be based on swept path analysis carried out
before the project commences.
Remedial measures for ground contamination from oil leaks below and around SGT1 bund /
transformer bay.
Replacement of existing drainage system including removal of contaminated material
Asbestos contamination in existing infrastructure viz. noise enclosure, concrete assets.

Figure 2: Level difference at existing Neilston 275kV / 132kV substation
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4.3 Selected option
Please find below a cost and construction timescale summary of all the options reviewed:
Baseline option – Do nothing in RIIO-T2
with investment deferred to RIIO-T3
period. Scope of works similar to Option
1.

Option 1 - Offline replacement under
SGT1 outage of existing 275/132kV
240MVA SGT1 on a like for like basis
(240MVA)

Cost (£ mn)

£ 3.72 m

£ 3.72 m

Construction timescales

1 outage season

Please also find below a summary of the CBA analysis carried out on the 2 options.
Options

Deferral

NPV (£m)

Baseline

Do nothing - works deferred to RIIO-T3. Scope of works similar to option
1.

£ 39.86

1

Offline replacement under SGT1 outage of existing 275/132kV 240MVA
SGT1 on a like for like basis (240MVA)

£ 44.23

Based on the technical review carried out, CBA analysis and in line with SP Transmission
sustainability policy, option 1 is the selected option.
Note that the costs have been built up from individual costs for each element and included in a bill
of quantities. The bill of quantities has been engineered from the design layouts developed for each
option. The basis of individual unit costs has been the SP Transmission MoSC (Manual of Standard
Costs) tool which makes reference to costs incurred during previous similar projects.

4.4 Environment & Sustainability
Major oil leaks have been recorded in the past from the existing SGT1 units installed. The oil leaks
have contaminated the area around the transformer bund requiring intervention.
As part of this project, we are removing the transformer which was the source of these oil leaks and
replacing with a new unit. Further ground remedial works below and around the existing
transformer bund have also been considered in this project.
This option removes SGT1 from the network thereby reducing the environmental risks associated
with these assets.
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Conclusion

Both the options proposed have been reviewed in terms of scope, costs, timescales, construction
risk, and sustainability requirements and have been found to be deliverable.
They also achieve the main objective of reducing the network risks due to existing 275/132kV
240MVA units and so are acceptable.
Based on the CBA analysis carried out, Option 1 with a higher NPV has been considered as the
preferred option.
-

6

Total project forecast costs for SGT1 / SGT2 replacement: £ 3.72 m
Timing of investment: 2024
Monetised risk benefit: Lr£47.35m
Declared lead asset output in RIIO T2 period: Addition – 1 units / Disposal – 1 units

Future Pathways – Net Zero

6.1 Primary Economic Driver
The primary driver for this investment is asset condition and risk. The investment does not have a
strong reliance on environmental benefits.
6.2 Payback Periods
The CBA indicates that a positive NPV results in all assessment periods (10, 20, 30 & 45 years) which
is consistent with the lifetime of the intervention. Consumers benefit from reduced network risk
immediately on completion of the project..
6.3 Pathways and End Points
The network capacity and capability that result from the proposed option has been tested against
and has been found to be consistent with the network requirements determined from the ETYS and
NOA processes. Additionally, the proposed option is consistent with the site-specific capacity
requirements from SPT’s Energy Scenarios.
6.4 Asset Stranding Risks
Electricity generation, demand and system transfers are forecast to increase under all scenarios. The
stranding risk is therefore considered to be very low.
6.5 Sensitivity to Carbon Prices
Carbon price sensitivities have been applied using the higher case CBA template. The CBA outcome is
influenced by losses and is sensitive to carbon prices.
6.6 Future Asset Utilisation
It has been assessed that the preferred option is consistent with the future generation and demand
scenarios and that the risk of stranding is very low.
6.7 Whole Systems Benefits
Whole system benefits have been considered as part of this proposal. The capacity and capability of
the preferred option is consistent with the provision of whole system solutions.
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Appendix A: Drawings

Drawing no.

Drawing title

SP4016832

Neilston 400/275kV GSN

1AGK-2-0000-DP-IICES-0010

Neilston 275kV electrical layout

SP4148100

Proposed electrical layout for SGT1 offline build
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